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Think about his height, appearance and temperament. If he really wants to go into the
entertainment industry, I'm afraid there is no place for Yan Sheng today.

Yansheng has come to him and says hello. Bai nianxi returns to his senses and corrects
his posture.

This is the beginning of the interview.

Yansheng's attitude is still polite, not as arrogant as many famous stars. It's said that he
came back from training in South Korea. Bai nianxi can't help sighing in his heart that
the quality of Korean trainees is really good.

The interview ended smoothly. Bai nianxi also had a general understanding of all
aspects of Yansheng. It should not be too difficult to integrate it into the cover design.

Yansheng goes out first. After Bai nianxi has sorted out the materials, he goes out too.

Just opened the door, suddenly saw a man standing at the door.

"Conmo north?"

At this time, why is conmobei here? Shouldn't he be busy in his spacious and bright
office?

With his hands in his pockets and leaning against the door, conmber's eyebrows were a
little chilly, and his face looked a little ghostly.

"It's over?"

"It's over."

"How's it going?"

Bai nianxi thought for a moment and said, "OK?"

The surrounding temperature suddenly cold down, just listen to the north of conmo



bite teeth: "OK?"

Bai nianxi feels puzzled, otherwise what?

"That's love?" The temperature dropped a few degrees.

Bai nianxi looks puzzled, what, what?

Anyway, you'd better nod your head. After all, there's nothing wrong with flattering
Mr. Kang?

Kangmobei's face was completely overcast, and the deep pupil was filled with layers
of black fog?

How dare she!

Dragging Bai nianxi out, Bai nianxi shakes his hand, but he can't get rid of it.

All the way to the garage and into the car.

Conmobeir held the door with one hand and the roof with the other, "I'll give you a
chance to go back."

Er, what and what.

Seeing that Bai nianxi doesn't speak, Kangmo Beigan presses himself up and closes
the car door with a bang. He kneels down on Bai nianxi and begins to untie his bow tie.

Bai nianxi was shocked, "what are you going to do! It's in the car

Conmber squinted and said, "no?"

Bai nianxi really didn't know what he had done wrong, or that he had made a mistake,
so he provoked the old man of kangmobei. He didn't hear him gnashing his teeth until
he was killed by kangmobei in the car.

"If you dare to fall in love with other men, I will never let you go!"

Bai nianxi's confused mind suddenly reminds me of an introduction to Yansheng: the
most popular little girl who makes thousands of girls fall in love at first sight.

That's the reaction! Conmbe, stop, stop!

Kangmo beigancui moved Bai nianxi's desk to her own office and made room for her.



Its name is: supervision.

White read Xi side in the heart silently abdominal Fei, while mercilessly poke his
pencil.

After pondering for a long time, his eyes were a little swollen. He stopped his work.
Bai nianxi took off his glasses and had a rest.

Kangmobei is really made of steel and cast iron. After working for such a long time, I
still haven't stopped to have a rest.

Take out the mobile phone, the screen suddenly pop up a message.

"The hottest secret girl in the secret room is a hot fight."

Gee, this is a hot news.

Full of curiosity point in, the original hottest Xiaosheng is that Yansheng ah,
Yansheng secret girl? Who can a girl be?

Before Bai nianxi's soul of eight trigrams could burn up, he realized that something
was wrong.

Wait, this figure seems to be familiar. No, this figure is her, isn't it?!

She just met Yansheng yesterday. Now the efficiency of paparazzi is too high! The
ability to distort facts is also first-class!

White read Xi ha ha a smile, don't worry, just a few photos can explain what? And it's
just that she and Yansheng are both well dressed and sitting on the sofa with respect.
There are no photos of physical contact.

Don't worry, don't worry, we are not fools, how can we believe these?

After clicking on the website, Bai nianxi found that he overestimated people's
intelligence and underestimated the fighting power of Yansheng fans.

One comment after another kept pouring out, almost all scolding her.

"It's ugly."

"Fat and earth!"



"It's an insult just for her to sit with my brother Yansheng!"

"Go to hell, bitch!"

"I don't believe brother Yansheng would like this kind of schemer!"

……

Back out, white read Xi heart a trance.Even more chilling, is the moment of the north
is looking up at her.

"What are you looking at?"

He shook his head.

Conmobei took out his mobile phone and, not surprisingly, came out with news.

Well, she's really dead now.

"Nonsense In the north of Como, the color is dark and the words are cold.

Bai nianxi bowed his head and said, "that's nonsense! How can I... "

"How dare you say you are ugly? You don't deserve him? I'm a woman in conmber,
and he deserves to talk about it

Bai nianxi

The brain circuit of conmber is really strange.

That's not the point, OK!

He was very annoyed and called, "what's the news today?"

Xing's secretary on the other end of the phone was trembling. God knows how cool his
heart was when he saw the news!

"I'm going to have people withdraw at once!"

"Wait a minute." Kangmo North squinted at Bai nianxi one eye, the eye color is dark
and unclear, "withdraw again tomorrow."

"Ah?" Secretary Xing almost called it out. He really couldn't think of the reason why
Kang Mobei did it.



Isn't the president very angry? Don't you hate your teeth? Why do you want to keep
the peach gossip flying all over the sky? Self abuse?

Then I heard Kang Mobei say: "buy the water army, can't the fans of the star scold?
Give me double scold back, I want to in tomorrow before the news, don't see a
comment that my woman is ugly

Bai nianxi and Secretary Xing are speechless at the same time. Is this really what a
mature man would do?

Sure enough, in less than an hour, when Bai nianxi opened the website again and
started the news.

This fresh feeling

Sure enough, I couldn't see a comment that called her ugly. I praised her pretty all over
the screen.

"It's not a passer-by's face. It's clearly a goddess's face, OK?"

"This kind of light, this kind of angle, this kind of capture, this one in the picture can
already be regarded as a celestial being, OK?"

"I dare say that if you don't use heavy makeup and beauty, there are few people in the
entertainment industry who can be more beautiful than this little sister."

……

The boast of Bai nianxi is a little embarrassed.

Commobei seems to be very satisfied, sitting in the president's chair, holding his head
with one hand, appreciating his masterpieces one by one.

That's the truth.

Finally, kangmobei still can't wait. At 8 pm, he asked Secretary Xing to withdraw all
the news.

As if it hadn't burst out, suddenly, the scandal between Yansheng and Bai nianxi
disappeared completely.

In order to comment on Bai nianxi, Kang Mobei specially kept the news for a few
more hours. The news fermentation was very fast, and all kinds of versions were



revealed.

Secretary Xing should have put pressure on Yansheng. The official came out to clarify
it, but it still stirred up a lot of trouble in the powder circle.
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